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Nixon Endorses Candidates,
Criticizes Foreign Policy
By M. C. V ANDER WAL
FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT Richard M. Nixon appeared on campus last Tuesday to -p_resent one of 150 speeches in 36 states supporting the local, state and national Republican candidates in the November elections. Both in the press confere n c e preceeding his formal
speech, and in the address itself,
Nixon presented himself as the
calm voice of experience, assurance and oautioned criticism giving a consciously proper Republican protest against the present Democratic administration,
SPEAKING in Stansbury theatre to an enthusiastic audience
1he majority of whom appeared to
be local Appleton residents, Nixon began by expressing his pleasure to return once again to the
Lawrence campus.
He acknowledged President Curtis W. Tarr's presence on the platform behind him, and jokingly
added that Tarr was a former feJ.
low-Californian, transplanted into
new territory-this was particularly meaning£ ul these days in
view of the current vogue in senatorial campaigns.
Nixon strongly endorsed the local and state Republican ticket,
emphasizing the role of the gubernatorial candidate, Warren
Knowles , who spoke before Nixon
and introduced him.
CALLING for increased responsibility in Wisconsin government,
Nixon stressed better government
in the state ,a s " the answer to
bigger government in Washington."
In the bulk of his speech, Nixon concentrated on the Republican national ticket, stating that
a choice must be made now as to
the direction which the United
States is to take in the future.
The present administration is
saying that "everything is fine,
this is as good a.s it can be," but
bland reassurances cannot replace the facts , accused Nixon.
ON THE domestic scene, the
former Vice - President claimed
that a choice must be made bet w e e n excessive government
spending ,a nd the spending of a
government operative only where
it is absolutely necessary.
Calling the present administration "the m.ost wasteful and highest priced" ever to exist in our
h~tory, Nixon stated that during
the last four years, the United
States has incurred a $30 million
deficit-and there promises to be
no reduction of this i.n the next
four years if the present administration is allowed to continue.
In the area of foreign affairs,
Nixen outlined a choice between

a policy of " indecis ion, drift , defeat and retreat" and the Eisenhower-Dulles policy of "strength
without belligerence,"
STATING that the United States
has failed in every area i~ foreign relations and that it has lost
respect throughout the world
since 1961, Nixon claimed that if
the present administration continue; its policies, the world will
see the spread of communism
throughout Latin Amerioa (with
Cuba as a beachhead for infiltration I and southeastern Asia.
Nixon leveled his criticism primarily on three areas of foreign
policy: South Vietnam, Cuba and
the NATO alliance. He stated that
in no way had America solved the
presence of Castro in Cuba, the
war of retreat and humiliation in
South Vietnam or the growing
differences between the NATO
alliance nations.
He went on to say that President Johnson's only reply to these
criticisms was the assertion that
anything was better than risking
peace under the leadership of
Senator Goldwater. A third choice,
according to Nixon exists between
the Democratic and the Republican candidates themselves. Emphasizing the growing importance
of the office of Vice-President,
Nixon left William Miller to speak
for himself, while he characterized Hubert Humphrey a.s a consi.sten t vo ter in the Senate for
policies specifioally in line with
the " far left bank" of the Democratic party and such organizations as the Americans for Democratic Action,
NIXON added that Johnson's
choice of a " sincere1y dedicated
man in the radical left wing of
the party" over against a moderate of a conservative Democrat
indicated the direction in which
the Johnson administration 'intends to move ,
Nixon was careful to add, however, that no question should exist as to the loyalty and sincerity of either man's allegiance to
America.
As to the role of the President,
Nixon outlined America's choice
between a man who as a statesman can and is rightfully changing his policies, while "remaining firm in his basic principles,"
and a man whose principles have

changed from New Dealer to conservative to Fair Dealer to moderat~ to liberal-depending upon
political expediency,
NIXON added that today Johnson seems to be in favor of nationalizing and federalizing; the
voter can find in the Republican
party a candidate in the "great
mainstream of American thought
-the center of the road."
Nixon dosed by stating that the
power of the President calls for
a man of character, and that
whatever else one might say
about Senator Goldwater, his
basic honesty and character can
never be questioned.
"A cloud hangs over the White
House today'' asserted Nixon,
"the cloud of scandal after scandal." The man who in 1960 called
Bobby Baker his "strong right
arm" now remains strangely silent as to his role in the present
administration, accused Nixon.
(Continued on Page 3)

Gifted Israeli Group
Will Per.form Here
Under Artist Series
The Israeli National Youth symphony, GADNA, will appear at
8: 15 p,m., Monday, November 2,
in Memorial chapel for the first
concert in the Lawrence Community Artist series.
This unique instrumental ensemble. according to one reviewer, possesses "an unbelievable
high degree of musical achievement by young people who are
musically exceptionally gifted."
Other concerts in the Artist
series include: The Goldovsky
Opera theatr€ production of Doaizetti' s "Don Pasquale"; the 24voice Coro do Brazil; and ]van
Davis, pianist.
Season tickets to the four Artist series events are now on sale
at the new University Box office,
Music-Drama center , from 12 to
6 p,m . daily except Sunday,
Special student rates are $3
for the four programs, or $1 per
concert Season tickets are also
available for the Chamber Music
series -at $10.

ENEMY CARS display the political s.entiments of their owners durino- the sueech
of form~r Vice-P~·esid ent Ni~on in Stansbury theatre Tuesday. The c:rs lined
the previous evenmg and on mto the m orning to greet the Republican speaker.

up

R~CHARD NIXON expresses his. support of the Republican candidate s in Wisconsin and his opinion on
the foreign policy of the Johnson administration · during his speech Tuesday in Stansbury theatre.

Retreat Will Discuss
Revolution in Religion
THE RELIGIOUS cns1s of Western civi lization will
be the center of concern for the eighty s.tudents and
faculty members who will be attending the Religion
in Life retreat, "Christianity in
Revolution," at Green lake , next
Friday and Saturday, October 1617.

THE RETREAT is designed to
preface the annual Religion in
Life conference, which will be
held in January again this year.
Like the January conference, the
theme of the retreat is concerned with the relationship between
developments in biblical scholarship over the last century and the
new attempts by theologians to
make Christianity relevant to the
individual in the twentieth century.
During the course of the retreat, four different aspects of
the theme will be tackled through
papers and discussions. Nick Vogel will open the retreat with a
paper on "Our Cultural Situation
and the Rediscovery of the Bible." Dave Foxgrover will lead
the second session with a discussion of "New Concepts in Biblical Scholarship and the Reaction from the Literalist Stand·
point."
During the third session, Diane
Savage, Bob Kadarauch and Jim.
Walrath will discuss "New Directions in Religious Thought''
through their critiques of a paper by the noted Methodist theologian , Albert Outler. At the closing session there will be a panel
discussion entHled " Old and New
Agreements,"
FACULTY ADVISORS on the retreat will be Mr. Cunningham,
Miss Harvey , Mr. Schutte, Mr.
Stanley, Mr, Richman, Mr. Roelofs and Mr. Wiaring. Chuck Bennison and Dave Foxgrover are
heading up arrangements for the
event
In prepa1·ation for the retreat,
everyone who plans to .attend has
been asked to read L, Harold De
Wolf's "Trends and Frontiers in
Religious Thought", Albert Outler's "Background and Patterns in
Contemporary Theology," as well
as other related articles and
works.
The purpose of the retreat is to
SERVICE PROJECTS
Students who participated in
any summer service projects
and who would be willing to
talk to others about their summer experiences please contact Susy Cartwright at Raymond house, extension 38!.

afford interested students and
faculty members a unique opportunity to develop an awareness
and sensitivity for a problem
which has great significance for
modern man.
The retreat itself, is unique in
the history of the university's academic life. in that the papers,
lectures and discussions are being
prepared and presented solely
by students.

Dorms to Hold

SEC Elections
1

Elections for SEC representatives for each living unit will be
held from 11 a,m. to 1 p,m., Monday, Oct 12. Polls will be open
in Plantz, Trever, Sage and Colman during these hours. Girls
living in small houses will vote
in their residences, Only those
members of a living unit are eligible to vote for its representatives on an at-large basis.
The number of representatives
to be elected are Sage, five; Colman, two; Trever, six; Plantz,
three; Alsted house , one; Sabin
house :rnd College house combined, one; North house and Washington house combined , one ; East
house and Briggs house combined, one; Asten-Hill house and
Raymond house combined, one;
and each fraternity house , one,
The new system, begun last
spring, prnvid es for one SEC represcnlalive f o r app roximately
every 30 people on campus. The
students running are self-nomina ted.
Because of fre shmen residents,
Colman and Plantz will have fewer reDrescntative:; at th is time.
Fresh~ en will elect their repres entatives about the sixth week of
the first t erm , thus reaching the
normal qu0Lc1 for each dorm.
Ballots will be collected at 1
p.m. , Monday by Lhe polling commit.tee. They will pre -e nt the results to SEC that ni ght a t which
time the newly elected representatives will assume their duties.
They will serve for the entire
school year.
Lynne Ansorge and Dave Cusic are co-chairmen of the polling committee.

Lantern Service.Organization Plans
Four Community Service Projects

Calendar

II

Frid ay, October 9PeoJle-to-People Coffee hour:
LANTERN SERVICE organization has announced
8-11 p.m ,. Union
four service projects for the first term . Thes.e include
Sig Ep - KD "Put a Tiger in
working with handicapped children at Morgan school,
Your Tank" 8-12 p.m.
conducting a blood drive with
Saturd::iy , October 1010 a.m. to 3 p.m.
the Neenah Red Cross , working
Cros.s count ry vs. Knox, 1 p.m.
Students can sign up on Friat Outagamie county hospital and
Football vs. Knox , 1:30 p.m.
selling Christmas cards for char- day, Oct. 9 and on Monday and
Sunday, October 11Tuesday, Oct. 12-13, at 10:40 to
ity.
Film Classics-" Ashes and Dia11:40
·
a.m.
in
Main
hall.
Louise
LANTERN and Alpha Chi Ommonds" (Polish ) 1:30 and
Kustner (extension 353) is in
ega sorority are sponsoring a
7 :30 p.m., Stansbury
charge.
noon-hour program of work with
PMS and SAI picinc : 1-5, TelTransportation to Neenah will ·
physically handicapped and slowulah park
be
provided.
Students
who
are
learning children of elementary·
under 21 must have written per- Monday, October 13school age at Morgan school.
Election of representatives and
missio n from their parents . Miss
Sixteen Lawrentians spend from
SEC meeting : 8 :30 p.m.
Kustner must receive this per12:40-1:00 p. m . one day each
Tuesda y, October 13mission before Wednesday, Oct.
week worki ng with the chil~ren.
0T Club : 7: 15 p.m., Brokaw an14.
The fields open for work are
nex
LANTERN
will
conduct
a
tour
advising boy scouts and girl
Thursday, October 15of Outagamie county hospital on
S{'Otzts, folk singing, folk dancCalendar meeting: 4 p.m., UnSaturday, Oct. .17 at 1 p.m. At
ing, giving music lessons, playion
this time, students may sign up
ground supervising and arts and
Fridny, October 16to work at the hospital on Thurscrafts advising as well as other
People-to-People coffee hour:
days from 6: 30-9 p.m. Interested
fields which interest the volun8-11 p.m., Union
students should contact Steve
teer workers.
Saturday, October 17Purdy
at
Trever
,
extension
313.
Interested persons are asked
Religion in Life retreat
Later in the term, Lantern will
to contact Sue Kimball , Briggs
People-to-People Regional conconduct its annual Christmas
house, extension 385 or Howard
ference
·
card sale for charity in the dormNock. principal of Morgan school.
Saturday , October 17itories. This year a contest is
THE COMMUNITY p r O j e C t S
Phi Kappa Tau Apache Brawl:
planned
to decide upon the design
committee of the Lantern will
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
of the cards.
conduct a blood drive in cooperAlpha Delta Pi Pie party: 9-12
Interested students and facclty
ation with the Neenah Red Cross
p.m.
on October 22, from 12 noon to may obtain more information
from Jim Walrath, extension 361.
5:30 p.m. and on October 23, from
ENGAGEMENT
Mary M. Beldo to Stephen W.
Blair, Beta Theta Pi
MARRIAGE
Suzanne J. McNeil to Richard
Hall

MONDAY and FRIDAY 9 to 9

TUES., WED., THURS., ·sAT., 9-5 :30

Worcester Shows
Downer Paintings

President of Vassar
Questions Examining
"MY GENERAL ATTITUDE to testing as modern
sciP.nce is one of mitigated s,k epticism," declares Presiden Alan Simpson of Vassar College. '' I am out of sym-

A show of art works by James
T. LaMalfa , originally scheduled
to be seen during October at the
Worcester Art center has been
cancelled. Instead , the pictures
which have come to Lawrence
from the permanent collection of
Milwaukee-Downer college will be
seen throughout the month .
The collection contains original
works by Raol Dufy, John Marin,
Jean Metzinger, Alliam Adolphe
Bouguereau, Birge Harrison, Regis Gignoux and several Wisconsin artists.

Mrs. Duncan to Give
Organ Music Recital
Miriam Clapp Duncan, assistant professor of music , will give
an organ recital at 8: 15 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 11 in Harper hall.
Her program focuses on music
of the baroque, with a smattering of contemporary works. It
will include compositions by Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli, Domenico Scarlatti, J. S. Bach and
contemporaries Jan Kostsier and
Paul Hindemith.

pathy with the civilization of the
questionnaire ,"
he explained.
"With their 'yes-no ' and their
blackened space, the pollsters are
er.gaged in trivial exercise. The
questionnaire is the perverse triumph of machinery over m ind."
SIMPSON noted th2t test ing is
an art, not a sc:ence. Teachers
have much less success in testing than they do in teaching or
research , he added . "In the final
analysis, teaching is simply an
act of faith."
The ideal examination system
would protect the student from
fragmentation of !earning and the
requirements of credits, Simpson
said.
He emphasized tha t students
should take comprehensive examinations in one form or another.
"Students should have grea t opportunity to sit around and stare.
And they should ha ve to tackle
one or two large hurdles."
EXA.1VIS should consist of essay
and oral parts, Simpson believes,
and "they should give the examiner the fu llest chanc:e to discover
the quality of the student's mind.
The student, in addition , should
have an opportunity to display the

vigor of his thinking."
He .addedt hat he does not have
enough confidence in the comprehensive system te make the ability
to pass the examination the sole
requirement for the b.achelor's
degree.
"I don't believe that the largest
ends of education are testable at
one sweep. We should be more
concerned with civilizing ourselves and less concerned with perfect ing our instruments of testing."
EXAMINATIONS should protect
the student from the prejudices of
different teachers, according lo
Simpson. "No teacher should be
allowe ::l exclusive rights for judgment.''
He suggested that exams be arranged to protect the examiner
from his own laziness. "I am
shocked at the security demanded
at certain schools for the items
on tests. The laziness of test makers keeps previous test questions
from being made public. The tester is thus saved the responsibility
of revising tests , and improvements are not sought or obtained."

Library Displays
STATE BANK

The Fox Cities' Leodi ng Bonk

A traditional Scottish
cable pattern ... all wool,
hand-fashioned and
hand-loomed, with the strong
individuality and flavor of
sweaters patiently home-made.
A sweater of character ..•
decisi,ve, but friendly to touch.
Ivory, French Blue, and a
wide consideration of smokey,
softened, heathery tones:
Cherry, Green, Blue, Orange,
Taupe. Sizes 34 to 40.

Member of FDIC

Hear ...

PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
9:30-10:30 .p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

on WHBY SPORTSWEAR ·-

Prange's Second Floor Fashions.

1230 on Every Dial

Current Books
Lawrence university's library
is currently showing "Books of the
Year 1964." The display, opening
today, will continue through October 30.
Each year, the American Institute of Graphic Arts presents
the exhibition "to stimulate and
encourage publishers to raise the
general level of book manufacturing." The books are judged on the
basi s of physical qualities-makeup and illustrations-rather than
content.
On exhibit are books covering
subjects from American cookery
to Frost's trip to Russia . Of special note is " The Place No One
Knew," by Eliot Porter, containing color plates of Glen canyon
on the Colorado river. A second
notable book deals with the adaptibility and combining of colors: "Interaction of Color."

Lawrence People-to-People
To Host Annual Conference
45 Midwest Schools
Will Send Participants

Nixon's Speech
FOLLOWING his formal speech,
Nbrnn briefly addressed students
outside the Music-Drama center.
He stated the need for a direct
confrontation between the candidates in this election , using as an
example his debates with the late
President Kennedy in 1960.

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY will be host this y ear for
the annual P e ople -to-People Midwest ern Regional
c onference, to be h e ld next w ee kend, Octob er 17-18.
Representatives from 45 schools
in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri and North and South
Dakota have been invited by the
Lawrence People-to-People chapter under the auspices of Dr.
Tarr and Governor Reynolds.
1N ADDITION, representatives
from such groups as the International Institute of Education, the
Peace corps and the Experiment
in International Living, as well as
members of the Appleton comm unity and the Lawrence faculty
have been invited to attend the
conference.
Follownig a general welcome to
all participants, the focus of the
Saturday sessions will be on the
three basic programs around
which the national organization
operates. These are:

The classroom program, concerned with the exchange of letters, teachers, art programs,
tape-recordings, and films between the more than 7,000 participant classrooms in America and
abroad ;
2) The community program,
which involves communication
and travel between "sister cities "
(for example, New York and
Tokyo of similar sizes and with
corresponding economic and social situations ;
3) The university program, including projects like the Student
Ambassador Abroad program, local tours for foreign students and
hosting for visiting students.
At 1: 30 p.m. on Saturday in
Stansbury theatre Congressman
Henry Reuss of Milwaukee, author of the recent and widely-acclaimed work on American foreign policy, "The Critical Decade ," will offer the keynote address of the conference. This
speech is open to all on campus
who wish to attend.
SATURDAY evening there will
be a buffet dinner for all confere nce participants at which I. J.
Singh, an Indian graduate student of economics at the University of Wisconsin, and David Atley, foreign student advisor at
Northwestern university h a v e
been invited to speak.
1)

Following the dinner, there will
be an informal all-campus get-together in the Union, featuring a
group of Thailand dancers from
the University of Iowa, and the
Sharecroppers, Chuck Rushton
and Sean Austin.

On Sunday a brunch will be
held in the Union for all conference participant:s after which the
Wisconsin school representatives
will meet to discuss the initiation
of a cultural exchange program
between campuses .
THE PURPOSE of this exchange
program is to provide opportunities not only for international
student performers, but also for
local leaders of student governments, newspapers, dramatic and
music groups and similar campus organizations to meet and
share ideas on a personal level.
John Davis, conference co-ordinator, has outlined the need
for an increasingly active Peopleto-People program, pointing out
the relative lack of concern and
action in the area of international
communication.

The activitie~ of People-to-People are based on the theory that
human beings, though differing
in cultures and environments, are
nonetheless alike in that they
face many of the same problems
of living and growing. The need
to seek communication on an individual level must be recognized
as the beginning of understanding.
DAVIS goe.s on to state that it
is the hope of this conference to
bring together a cross-section of
American and foreign students,
so that in a relaxed atmosphere
individuals may meet and discuss
their mutual feelings toward life.
Sleeping accommodations are
needed, and anyone wishing to
share their room with a member
of the conference should contact
John Davis, Trever, or Mary
Lawless, Sabin house.

Nixon closed his short address
with a plea for student participation in both parties as a basis
for an educated and concerned
citizenry of the future.

1

Earlier, in his press conference, the former Vice-President
voiced his concern over the lack
of clarification existing today in
Goldwater's foreign policy. When
asked directly about the rumors
of an appointment to the position
of Secretary of State under a
Goldwater ,administration, Nixon
stated that it was politically unprofitable to discuss cabinet appointments previous to the elections and further that he had
" no plans to return to public office."
WHATEVER else might be construed from his remarks here,
Nixon made two points very
clear. He was here to present the
Barry Goldwater of the Republican party that emerged from the
Hershey, Pennsylvania, summit
conference , and he was not denying his experience and strong
views in the area of foreign policy.

Byrnes Will Discuss
Issues of Campaign

Judy Michalowski will tell about
her experiences as ·a civil rights
worker in the Mississippi Summer project at 8 p.m. Tuesday
in the Union.
She attended orientation sessions
at Oxford, Ohio, before devoting
two months as a freedom school
teacher and worker in the voter
registration campaign.

Dr. Knight's Convo Speech
Notes Meaning o.f New Hall
"IT IS A DAY of very great pleasure to all of us,"
Dr. Douglas M. Knight began the dedication address
of Casper Y oungchild Hall. In his speech , entitled
" The Humane Sciences," Knight
described the meaning that the
new science hall can hold for
Lawrence.
KNIGHT told of how he had
first been approached by Casper
Youngchild who asked whether
five hundred thousand or one
million dollars would be more
useful to Lawrence. He was a
man who wanted to use 'the proceeds of his own active life to
do something more, something
beyond the reach of his own
life ," Knight said as he expressed
regret that Casper Youngchild
did not live to see the completion of the project.

Knight described three of the
problems which often prevent us
from seeing the real nature of
the sciences today. First, "the
Representative John W. Byrnes physical presence of a science
<Republican, Wis. ) will deliver a based technology ,all around us"
major address at 8 p.m. Thurs- tends to make us forget the difday, Oct. · 15, in Stansbury the- · ference between the accomplishatre. He will speak on " The Two ments of technology and science
Great Issues in the 1964 Cam- . itself.

paign. "

Judy Michalowski
To Speak Tuesday

IN CEREMONIES following his convocation address,
Dr. Douglas M. Knight participated in the laying of
the cornerstone of Youngchild Hall of Science. Knight
was pres,ident of Lawrence when the original $1 million grant was announced two years ago.

Byrnes is the representative
from the eighth Congressional
district · and has served in Congress for 20 years. He is ranking Republican on the House
Ways and Means committee and
chairman of the Republican policy committee in the House. He
was also Wisconsin's favorite son
candidate in the Republican National convention.

panying " terrible fear" that science may discover something that
we would be better off not to
have found . Both are foolish attitudes, he added, and no better
than a witchdoctor syndrome.
Turning to the positive side,
Knight regards the imaginative
quality of the sciences as their
most outstanding contribution in
this century. He praised the "bold
pioneer spirit of the sciences,"
their bold freedom in conceiving
new problems and in using any
technique that may help to solve
them. The outward sign of this
imaginative quality is the intersection and interconnection of
the various fields of science.

Returning more specifically to
Lawrence , Knight described college at its best as " a place without walls." He said that as college men and women we should
be dedicated to four principles:
' 1) to explore , 2 ) to explain, 3)
to illuminate, and 4 ) to learn
Secondly, confusion of langu- · about the nature of love."
age commonly results in the
"Love," Dr. Knight said is the
widely discussed gap as " an unbest
way to describe that true
necessary intellectual provinciality'' which is often due to lazi- imagination which finds living reness on the part of the non-sci- lationships with people and with
ideas.' Knight concluded by exentist.
pressing
the hope that Youngchild
THIRD, Knight referred to the
"improper, almost immoral wor- hall will help to foster and be- ,
ship" of what can be accomplish- come a part of this kind of liv- .
ed by science and the accom- ing relationships .

PAH LOW STORE

He is being sponsored by the
Young Republicans. No ticket:s
are needed for the address and
people will be seated on a firstcome-first served basis.

303 West College Avenue, Downtown Appleton

. Luggage -

Handbags -

Gifts - · Wallets

FREE - Gold Initialing and Gift Wrapping
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WRA Will Sponsor I
C,
Soccer on Thursday
Women's Recreation association
will sponsor a soccer game at 4
p.m. , Thursday, Oct. 15. Sign-up
sheel:s are posted in the women's
dorms for all those who are interested in participating.
Bus transportation w i 11 be
available to and from the gym.
Everyone is invited to come.

~
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Keep Trim!
CLIFF'S BARBER SHOP

~

Presenti,:ig

115 North Morrison

THE
DAVE
BRUBECK .
QUARTET

~

~
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SAi, Phi Mu Alpha ~-.-...•..,,..........................................·.·············,11.-................~
Will Sponsor Picnic
Attention Fraternity and Sorority

;

Sigma Alpha Iota, national music sorority, and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, national music fraternity, will sponsor a picnic at Telulah park Sunday, Oct. 11 from
1:30 to 5 p.m.
All conservatory faculty members and students as well as college student:s interested in becom:
ing affiliated with a music organization are invited to attend.

In -Person
DAVE BRUBECK

Chairmen

2
, .~ .:
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Milwaukee Auditorium

With PAUL DESMOND, JOE" MORELLO, GENE WRIGHT

As k for our special price on your party needs-See
Our Large Se lection of Halloween Party Supplies!

Al • • • • • • • • ,

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 17 ~8:30 P.M.

One Night Only-Prices: $4.50, $3:75, $3, $2.50
Tickets' at: Arena Box Office and All Sears Stores

HEID MUSIC COMPANY

I

308 E. Coll-ege Ave., Appleton

Conservatism ls Challenge
For Status Quo Of Today
By PAUL J. FANNI~
(PAUL J. FANNIN, Republican Governor of Arizona is one of Presidential nominee Senator Barry
Goldwater's strongest supporters and he was very
instrumental in achieving for
Sen. Goldwater the Republican
nomination. Governor Fannin is
a very articulate advocate of
conservatism.)
CONSERVATISM is today's
challenge to the status quo . It is
dynamic challenge to the prevailing policies of liberalism, to the
people who advocate and administer those policies, and to the
theories behind them. In simple
terms, conservatism is an adherence to ideas and policies based
on experience rather than theory.
CONSERVATIVES are constantly searching for new ideas, and
in fact have probably originated
most of the world's best thinking.
Aristotle was a conservative. Cice-o was a conservative. John
Locke was a conservative. Immanuel Kant was a conservative.
,E<;lmund Burke was a conserva-

tive,
The list extends back through
the most fertile periods of sod al,
political, and economic expansion in the world's history-the
19th century industrial revolution,
the 18th Century age of reason,
the development of science in the
17th Century, the tremendous
worldwide economic and intellectual renaissance of the 15th and
16th Centuries, all the way back
to Rome in the 2nd Century B.C.
and Athens in the 5th Century
B. C.
Conservatism is sometimes mistakenly considered an archaic
form of modern political thought,
which is ridiculous. It is not, as

its critic s imply , a reactionary
philosophy with the purpose of
restoring an earlier social or politic al order any more than it is
an effort to ma intain the status
quo.
THIS IS the argument used by
the principal def enders of the
status quo, and in the United
States today they are so-called
liberals who have become fairly
well established in public administration, the news media, the
arts, the academic profession, the
professional labor field, social
and welfare work and some segments of American corporate
management and finance.
Many of these people have something to lose personally if the
status quo is changed. Many others feel that a way of life which
is familiar to them is being
threatened by any deviation from
the doctrinaire liberal views
dominating their own professional and social environment.
It seems to me that liberalism
as a form of modern political
thought is acting as a deterrent
to human progress in precisely
those areas where progress is
now most needed and while unfortunately it cannot yet be called archaic , the sooner it is discarded for something more promising, the better. Then we can
begin to cope with the multitude
of problems already left in its
wake. The role of conservatism
today is to accomplish this purpose.

SKI ER WANTED : To promote ski weekend trips for
college skiers. Profitable opportunity . For information
write : JACK ENGLISH, Manager, lridianhead Mountain, Bessemer, Michigan.

WLFM, the campus radio
station has positions available
for news, promo.tions, and
script writ.ers. Those who are
interested should immediately
contact Chuck Hoffman, Trever hall.

Film to Dramatize
Iron Curtain Life
Film Classics will present the
last film of Andrzej Wajda 's Polish trilogy , "Ashes and Diamonds" on Sunday at 1: 30 and
7:30 p.m. in Stansbury.
As -the young resistance fighter,
Zbigniew Cybulski faces the moral dilemma of assassinating a
veteran Communist leader and
risking the consequences which ultimately catch him up in this clear
and subtle portrayal of life behind the Iron Curtain. Wajda's
work displays an awareness of
the advantages and dangers of a
man suspended between t w o
worlds.
'f he noted film critic Penelope
Houston deseribes the romantic
atmosphere of the contemporary
Polish film as having "an air of
calculated nerve . . . like someone stepping out gingerly, but
with a derisively confident smile,
toward a mine-field. Intellectuals
and romantics, they accept for
their own cinema the risks dodged by the Russians."
In contrast to "Kanai" (presented last year) "Ashes and Diamonds'' abounds with scenes of
inherent beauty and individual
conflict and moves from the
semi - detached documentary of
history to a particular drama of
a frighteningly real present in
what has been called the best
film to come out of Poland.
There will be a meeting of
all att.ending the Religion-inLife retreat on Wednesday,
Oct. 14, at 4 p.m. in the Terrace room of the Union. Those
unable to attend must contact
Chuck Bennison before Wednesday.

THIS YEAR'S first Scie n ce
Margaret S. Gilbert's talk on
Gilb ert studied this summer
zona unde1· a grant from the
tion.

Dr. M. S. ·Gilbert Presents
Science Colloquiuin Speech.
By CAROLYN SIDWELL
"LIFE ON the Desert" was the topic of the first Sci~nce colloqu iam of 1964-65, given by Dr. Margaret S.
Gilbert. Dr. Gilbert's le cture ,vas based on the work
she has done this summer at the
University of Arizona at an institute sponsored by the National Science foundation.
THE SIX week session was designed to introduce to college biology teachers the need for more
research in the desert areas of
North America as some day they
may be needed for human habitation.
The deserts of southwesterD'-Unit.ed States are ideal for botanical
studies, for each individual plant
is a "triumph for life." In this
arid country with temperatures
often of 140 degrees F and years
between rainfalls, each plant
which has le~.med to adapt is of
real importance.
How different, Dr. Gilbert said,
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MEN
Goldwater, Fronk and Pat's Pizza Palace,
Johnson, Proxmire, Renk

Look Your Best
Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at

The New York Yankees

BOB'S· BARB·ER SHOP
Frank and Pat's Pizza Palace

Third Floor Zuelke Building

The St. Louis Cardinals
The Green Bay Packers

from our own climate , in which
plants are taken for granted and
some even harshly classified as
weeds!
A DEEP appreciation for the
striking beauty of the area. Dr.
Gilbert believed, was 'the main
value she obtained from this
study. She was deeply impressed
by the unusual pattern and forms
created by the barren cliffs and
flat alluvial plains, azure blue
skies during the day, and " diamond studded" skies at night.
Dr. Gilbert went on to enum- .
erate some of the causes for these
arid lands. The principle ones in,
this country are the presence of
the Rocky mountains and the
rain shadow they cast to the east.
Colorful slides introduced the
audience to the unusual types of
flora and fauna found in these
arid areas. The amazing adaptations these plants and animals
have had to make to survive
amidst the extreme temperature
and aridity have long made these
areas a paradise for biologists.
DR. GILBERT concluded her
talk with a few words on the
progress man has made toward
adapting to this life. Since prehistoric times men have lived in
dry lands yet even with minor .
changes such as darker skin pigments , reduced salt loss from
sweat glands and means of conserving more of the body fluids,
man has made little progress toward adapting biologically to life
in the desert.
Mrs. Gilbert doesn't foresee
that man will ever really adapt
but rather will conquer the desert by his irrigation and air conditioners.

Calendar Committee
Will Arrange Dates
At 4 p.m. next Thursday, Oct.

The Lawrence Vikings

Philosophy, H istory, Religion
Frank and Pat's Pizza Palace

'FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
PALAC:E
815 West College Ave .

colloquium featured ·Dr.
· 'Life in th e Desert." Dr.
at the University of AriNational Science founda-

RE 4-9131

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas
Until l :00 a. m .

15, the calendar committee will

meet in the Terrace room of the
Union to set up the formal calendar for the re~t of this year.
SEC co-ordinator will be VicePresident Mark Saltzman while
Miss Mary Morton will represent
the Deans' office. The calendar
as set up at this time will be the
basis upon which later Campus
Bulletins and calendars will be
based.
All organizations planning to set
TELEPHONE REGENT 4-2611 dates are requested to send their
AREA CODE 414
social chairmen or other authorized representatives to this meeting.
Immediate Confirmation of Reservati ons
Calendar policies will be disSee MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative
cussed and copies of the ''Guide
at RE 4-9043
to Social Chai~men" will be distributed'.
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By CARLA METTLING
"MR. ANTON R. V ALUKAS"-a click of secret serv ice he<
e ls ·and a long walk
to the other end of the Green Room where the President of the United States
awaits t o greet you. This past weekend in 1,i\Tashington, Tony Valukas, president
of the Lawrence student body,
represented the university at
President Johnson· s reception for
student leaders throughout the
country. These seem to be Tony's
"visceral" responses to his trip.
HE ARRIVED in Washington
at 1: 30 Fridav afternoon and received the · "red-c arpet treatment" from his hotel , which put
a chauffered limou sine at his disposal. At the gates of the White
House Saturday night, identificat ion and lists had to be re-checked and cross-checked several
times before Tony entered and
happened to pass by President
Johnson and reporters in one of
his · 'mobile press conferences."
The 200 students were made to
feel weJcome by a 90-piece marine band at the top of the staircase. Speeches by Secretary of
State, Dean Rusk, Secretary of
Defense, Robert MacNamara, and
Secretary of Labor, Willard Wurtz
were first on the agenda in the
Green Room which easily accomodated the students, stage,
speakers, reporters and local
television cameras. ·Rusk addressed the group on "The Basis of
American Foreign Policy" in
which he spoke as a knowledgeable man but presented nothing
new (co-existence, containment
without war, etc.)
Tony was somewhat surprised
by MacNamara's precise, almost
cold personality, finding it hard
to believe that the man could be
thus under his staggering responsibilities. He must implement our
foreign policy in areas which demand not only firmness but delicacy, not only determination and
single-mindedness but flexibility
and creative alternatives.
SECRETARY of Labor Wurtz
was perhaps best received by the
students with his theme "Not
whether but how we survive".
Apparently by 1978 jobs for the

unskilled will simply not exist
though perhaps the average steel
worker will put in three hours a
day. These changes necessitate
national preparedness.
Finally Johnson spoke, an~ouncing the creation of 15 new fellowships for young adults with
the purpose of acquainting people
of different disciplines with "democracy" as actual functions in
America. T h e s e grants will
amount to approximately $10,000
apiece-all financed by the Carnegie foundation.
The recipients will participate
.in governmental functions to the
extent that a cabinet member
wouid. These students will be
chosen for their concern and
awareness of the world in its
many aspects , a desire to know
our government and the ability to
put this knowledge to work in the
community.
AFTER these speeches the students were presented to the President individually. Each state of
the Union was represented and
as Tony smugly observed, Lawre11ce was the only school (beside
the University) representing Wisconsin. The students were then
treated to a dinner.
Tony, while getting seconds, happened to stand next in line to the
President. While they chatted,
Tony invited him to speak at
Lawrence and Johnson replied
that he would certainly try to.
Entertainment followed dinner in
the form of the Stan Getz quartet,
Bob Newhart and the Chad Mitchell trio.
The atmosphere of the entire
evening was non-political and it
wasn't until the students went to
Georgetown university's cafe that
they discussed campaign issues
among themselves . Tony reports
that most of the students were
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The Political Science club, now
part of the People-to-People program, will hold its first meeting
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Terrace
room of the union. Programs and
schedules will be decided upon.
Last year the club held discussions about current political
problems , usually based on the
presentation of honors papers by
seniors. The group consisted
mainly of oolitical science majors , although its meetings were
open to all students.
This year, as part of Peopleto-People, the club will also send
a delegation to the Model United
Nations conference in Minneapolis during the spring term. In
the past two years , Lawrence has
had a strong delegation, attempting to lead the Afro-Asian bloc.
"British Elections-Tomorrow"
will be the topic of discussion for
Denis Regi nald Roper , British
Consul in Minneapolis, when he
visits Lawrence Wednesday, Oct.
14. He will speak in the Riverview lounge at 7 p.m.

Some of the issues involved are
crucial to America, such as the
suggestion of the Labor party to
abolish Britain's nuclear deterrent.
Roper was editor of the foreign
language service of the British
Broadcasting corporation during
World War II. He joined the Foreign Service in 1945 and has served in Finland, Chile, Belgian
Congo, Sweden, Poland , Morocco
and Haiti.
He was awarded the title ·of
Member of the Victorian Order,
the personal order of the Queen,
in 1956. For the past two years he
has been serving in Minneapolis.

I ·sOUGHr

A WHOLE
1ROCK LOAD
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either pro-Johnson or anti-Goldwater or both.
While not questioning Johnson's
personal integrity, many students
felt that he had failed to disassociate himself from the Bobby
Baker scandal. They felt his
.strength as an ethical leader
might be undermined by sheer
implication.
APART from these experiences,
there was above and through it
all, the feeling of Washington itself, the Washington that knew
John Kennedy and still mourns
him. The taxi driver talks of that
weekend. His grave at Arlington
c e m e t e r y draws continuous.
crowds of 1500 and active remembrance hangs in the air. Then
too , Washington means the Lincoln Memorial, the man and his
principles. It is the visiting Japanese students almost in prayer
as its Gettysburg inscription is.
read to them.
This is the city of historic tra-ditions, Senate galleries, embassies the White House. No. 1600,
Pennsylvania Avenue - fountains
and gardens, driveways and reporters, protocol and pomp, spa-·
cious hallways and winding staircases. History emanates from the
furniture and art.
Sunday afternoon at 4 : 45, the
weekend finished as · Tony jetted.
back to O'Hare and Larry U.

Magazine Cites
Tarr's Address
In a recent issue of Time magazine an article appeared which.
.cited excerpts from matricula-·
tion addresses delivered by university and college presidents
who were emphasizing the value
of values. Time quoted presidents across the country who noted that incoming freshmen were
picked for not only their intellectual ability but also for their
moral capacity.
Dr. Curtis Tarr , president of
Lawrence university, was one of
the presidents Time quoted. Tarr
emphasized the importance of
values in stating that "The collection of knowledge is only the
starting point."
Tarr's statement was echoed
across the country by other presidents. Princeton 's Robert F. Cohen gave one of the most fervent
pleas for a "moral quest." President E. Wilson Lyons of Pomona
college in California stressed the
duty of freshmen to use knowledge for moral ends , while Dean
Bruce Haywood of Kenyon emphasized "individual taste and
moral judgment."

~

.

To jus.t say that Barry Goldwater's political phil osophy is conservative, is a rather s uperficial stateme nt.
In fact, some groups, becaus,e of the Arizona Senator's
frequent reversals on political iss ues. q ue s.tion w h ether
he even has a political philosophy. These same people
are apt to claim that Barry Goldwater's philosophy is
not really a philosophy, but a series of ad libs and glib
remarks. However, in reviewing the Senator's remar1's,
statements and speeches, one could say that Goldwater
does have a philosophy. His philosophy, though conservative, is a philosophy based on the fears, the fru.~trations-and the uncertainties of modern society. Traditionally, the Ameri can way to solve political
problems has been to come up with quick, efficient and
complete solutions . In the War of Independence in
1776, the Monroe Doctrine in 1823. the Spanish-American war of 1898, World War I and World War II,
America has solved her problems with threats and military strength to back them up. And in practically all
cases, once the course of action has been decided on,
the solution was carried out quickly and completely.
There were very few half-\.vay measures,. Great Britain has played the historical role of compromiser, not
the United States. However, at the end of World War
II, a totally new and different kind of problem confronted the United States.
* * *
The allied powers were victorious in World War II
and the United States was the most powerful of the
victors. Besides the siUp-e riority in conventional military
power, America had developed an awesome and dea~Jy weapon; the ruins of Nagasaki and Hiroshima testified to the possibilities of atomic destructiveness. The
Nuclear Age had begun. But this was not the only ne·w
threat that the United States had to cope with; communism was also challenging the r~sources. of the
world. However, communism was not an aggressive
nation or an advancing army which could be stopped
by milita1·y might. It was an ideology and a bomb
cannot kill an idea.
I
The American people were faced with a dilemma_
They were the most powerful nation in the world-a
country with a tradition of quick, efficient and complete solutions-but now they were not threatened by
an army, but an ideology and their military s.trength
was no help. As the coM war took shape, it was apparent that a new means (Of fighting had to be developed
and also that the Cold war was not going to end in a
few years..
··
The frustrations of this dilemma combined with the
fears and uncertainties of living in a nuclear age to produce a society plagued by these uncertainties, fears,
and frustrations. This was something totally new to
Americans and while many realized that it was not
just a passing stage, but rather a product of modern
society, very few people admitted this. They still had
hopes of finding the traditional quick, efficient and
complete answer. The possibility of finding s,uch a
solution seems almost impossible a s long as there are
different ideologies in the world.
* * *
It is this subconsdous desire, but practically an unrealistic wish, for a total solution which Goldwater
appealing to. He is trying to offer quick, efficient and
complete solutions to elusjve and changing problems.
It would seem to be a sign of immaturity or a failure
to visualize the problem in its true light not to realize
that the traditional methods for solving problems are
no longer applicable to today's situatio.ns.
His programs offer a _" neat package" solution to the
fears., fru strations and uncertainties of <9Ur modei~n
world. This is the same ,type of neat solutions that J oseph McCarthy offered-a quick penacaea. Goldwater
ha s a philos,o phy, a philosophy base d on fear, frustration and uncertainy, a philosophy which appeals to
insecure, almost neurotic people who desperately
need something to cling to.
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ANO MAKE 1HE
WORLD'S

fUZZIES,
PO-fAfO C~IPS,
WH~T E.LSE?

* * *

British general elections will be
held on October 15, and at this
time polls indicate a close race.
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From the Editorial Board

The ,campaign and the Issues
During the conventions this summer, the American
people believed that a vigorous fight and a strong
dichotomy of issues based on the diverse philosophies,
of two men would make ,the campaign of 1964 one of
the most interes.t ing in years. But recently, mere weeks
hefore foe election, hurricanes and the World Series
have taken the headlines in lie·u of the campaign. Interest in the campaign seems to be waning when it
s.hould be growing. Why?
It sometimes seems that the campaign has developed not into battle of issues and positions of candidates,
but rather into a lazy stalemate between the somewhat hazy images presented by the two men. We can
see s.everal reasons for this.
First, ,t here is the question of personalities, and
tactics. Johnson seems to be following a campaign
~echnique often used by incumbent presidents: he ·is
emphasizing his role as leader of the nation rather
than that of leader of his party, with the result that he
is not meeting Goldwater platform to platform. His
approach seems to lead him toward generalizations
rather than issues.
Goldwater is in many ways a unique presidential
candidate. His vascillations on most major issues leave
the discriminating voter puzzled, uncertain as to where
he really stands. In addition, his practice of making
statements to the press and then qualifying them afte·r
creates disturbance and doubt. Many of his, supporters
will be voting for the Goldwater im'a ge; that of an
honest, decisive man able to so lve the problems of
modern society.
In the campaign of 1960, perhaps. because neither
candidate was an incumbent, each was more willing to
face the other, give direct a nswers to opposition challenges (as in the televis.ion debates) and assume activ·e
leadership of his party. Yet even then the issues were
often obscured. The special nature of this campaign
has defintely enco unraged a growing tendency to generalize.
A new technique has served to confuse rather than
to clarify th e iss ues: the publication of books. For example , Goldwater has written several books in the
past few years, while changing his position on many
issues. The result is that peop le are reading books, like
"Cons.cience of a Conservative," which contain outdated Goldwater statements on the United Nations,
social security and aid to education. Decisions based
on material like this only confuse the issues; they prevent any accurate division between the positions of the
two men.
From the Editorial Boord

Artist Series
A university community must stimulate the cultural
growth of its members. The student at Lawrence can
begin to grow within thi s community, but, at the same
time, must look beyond the classroom and the lecture
hall to attain maturity .
Each year the Lawrence-Community Artis.t series
anci the Chamber Music series provide students with
cultural events beyond the scope of the campus..
This year's artist s.e ries will bring the Israel National Youth symphony; Donizett.i 's opera, "Don Pasquale"; pianist, Ivan Davis; and the Coro de Brasil to
Lawrence. The music series. will include the Alma
Trio, Michel Debrost, the LaSalle quartet, the Vegh
quartet and pianist Hermann Reutter.
.
All of the series' programs are worthy of your support. The response to the series to date has. been encouraging; yet, yo ur adde d support is needed to insure
success.

STUDENTS (left to right ) Dave Foxgrov el', Jim Walwrath, Diane Savage, Bob

Kadarauch, and Nick Vogel will present papers on aspects of "Christia nity in
Revolution" at the Religion-in-Life retreat on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 16- 17.
The retre at is unique in that papers,, lecture s and disc ussions are being p r epared
and p r esented s.olely by students.
.
'

Form, Color Of Academic Gown
Signify Professor's Achievement
WATCHING the academic procession of Lawrence professors, such a s that at
the annual Matriculation convocation last Tuesday, one is ir:µpressed with the
bright colors of the robes and hoods displayed. The cut of th\ black gown and its
banding, the colors in the hood
that hangs around the academic
neck, the tassel attached to the
standard mortar board-all these
speak of the wearer's level of
academic achievement and his
major field.
First, there is the gown, which
comes in three styles. Those who
have achieved only the bachelor's
degree will wear a closed gown
with pointed sleeves. Those earning a master's will wear an open
gown with a long oblong sleeve.
The wearer's arm comes through
the sleeve at the elbow; the rest
of the drapery hangs below and
the back edge of the oblong is
cut in a shallow arc.
The doctor's gown has full bellsleeves trimmed with three bars
of velvet and a velvet facing
down the front. The velvet may
be either black or a color appropriate to a specific doctor's degree.
SINCE most Lawrence doctoral
holders have taken their degree
in philosophy. the , banding on
their sleeves is either the conventional black or the traditional
blue of the philosophy field.
An example of a doctor's gown
banded with the color of the degree rather than with black is
that worn by Dr. Warren Beck
of the English department.
His gown is decorated with the
white velvet of arts, letters and
humanities, indicating his honorary doctorate of literature from
Earlham college.
THERE IS another variation in
doctor's gown trim seen in a
Lawrence procession - doctors
from Harvard university wear
colored crow's feet on each side
of the neck, the color indicating
the wearer's field of study.
Harvard hoods are all alike,
and unlike those other institutions, do not indicate variations
between fields by celor. The color appears on the gown instead.
All four Harvard doctors of philosophy presently on the Lawrence
faculty wear the blue of philosophy.
Although most academic gowns
are black (colored gowns are
worn principally Olil a high school
or junior college level), several
institutions authorize color e d
gowns for the doctoral level only.
THE BLUE gown of Yale is
worn by several Lawrence faculty members, although ,a number
of other Yale men at Lawrence
have chosen the traditional black.
Similarly a crimson gown can be
worn by Harvard doctors of philosophy, although none presently
at Lawrence has elected to do so.
Some institutions have created
special gowns for their presidents. For instance. when Nathan

Pusey has returned to Lawrence
wearing the vestments of the Harvard presidency, he has appeared
in a fitted black costume with horizontal black banding down the
front-a gown unique to that office. When Vernon Alden, president of Ohio university, marched
in last fall's inaugural procession at Lawrence, he wore a
gown, mortar board and hood of
forest green-his symbol of office at Ohio.
Gowns are simple to identify
by comparison to the complexity
of the hood code. There the watcher must know a list of 25 colors corresponding to . fields of
study, as well as the school colors of hundreds of degree-granting institutions in this country.
FORTUNATELY for local audiences , only a few of the subjectcolors are represented at a lib-

eral arts commencement, for
there are no hoods in agriculture,
dentistry, engineering and similar
fields.
The color of the scholar's degree appears along the top edge
of his hood - sometimes solidly
when there is only one school color, sometimes in combination,
when there are two.
In a Lawrence procession, the
most frequent subject-colors are
white for arts, letters and humanities ; copper for economics ; light
blue for education ; brown for
fine arts including architecture;
purple for law ; lemon for library
scienc~ ; pink for · music; dark
blue for philosophy; golden yellow for science; and scarlet for .
theology. The rest of the 25 official subject colors would be likely to appear only at a large u~iversity with professional schools.

The Way'l Hear It
'----By ROBERT J. KADARAUCH-----'
WHERE IS the key to mu sic ap preciation ? Until
rec ently it was a ss umed to be in the work of art itse lf
(I am speakin g p rimarily of cla ssical music ) . Of course
there always have been differences of opinion concerning the
relative "worth" of compositions
and even composers ; but nevertheless, the people who did the
most listening always seemed to
come to the same general conclusions , especially as far as the
"greats" were concerned.
IT IS NOT without reason, then ,
that the accepted practice in
" studying" music has been to tear
it apart, so to speak, by analyzing
and catagorizing its structure,
form and content in the hope that
we might somewhere find that
key. The understanding of music
in this sense is being pushed to
take the place of " naive" appreciation.

At the risk of being considered
a mystic in this scientific age, I
am going to .assume that any work
of art is more than the sum of its
parts. I hope it's still safe to assume that even the tnost competent · biologist would have trouble
finding my soul (or even Socrates' soul) regardless of how many
pieces he succeeded in slicing me
into. But what's worse, the harder he tried, the less chance he
would have of putting me back together again! .

When I first began to listen to
classical music I didn 't know
Brahms from Bach, but I thank
my lucky stars nobody was around
to clue me in. I was able to concentrate on the work as a whole

and Uet the "parts" distinguish
themselves naturally.
AFTER a year of listening without ever reading a word about
music theory. or hearing anyone
explain or evaluate any piece of
music , I found myself enjoying the
most what I later discovered to be
the " best" music as far as professional opinion was concerned.
Although I usually fight very
hard to kee1> from giving up a
relativistic position, I, nevertheless, could not talk myself into
believing that this was coincidence. Especially since the more
"naive" listening I do, the more
,accepted my musical tastes seem
to become.
On the other hand , art emphasizing individual expression and
judged on individual values seems
to be the rage these days. Of
course, it always has been difficult to judge contempory works of
art by any accepted standards, as
history points out. Even a technical master like Henry James realized that the re is no critical substitute for just liking, or disliking,
a work of art.
An<l if the enjoyment remains
after the newness has worn off,
we can be sure that somewhere
(or everywhere ) i nthat work of
a rt there is something that touches the human soul, and will continue to touch it forever. Only
God helps him who tries to find
that "something."

GARY KUSSOW, co-captain of the Vikes, catches an importa nt pass durin g
the third q uarter of la st Saturday's game against Cornell. The Vikes will take on
the Knox Siwa hers tomorrow at Whiting; fie ld.

Vikes Will Travel to Knox,
Try for Season's First Win
THE UNPREDICTABLE Lawrence university Vikings will try for their first victory of the season at
1 :30 p.m . Saturday against Knox. In two games this
season, Lawrence has scored six
points to its opponents' 34. Knox
has been outscored 26 to O as
they lost their first two games.
THEREFORE the game shapes

up as one of defensive strengths
rather than offensive. Last season Knox was' edged by Lawrence
l6-l4.
The game Saturday must be
rated a toss-up, with the edge
to J,awrence because of its show-

Vikings Surrender
Two Soccer Games
After only four practices, Lawrence's soccer team played its
first two matches last week. On
Friday, Oct. 2, the Yikes lost to
Grinnell, 4-1, with Warren Steele
scoring the lone Lawrence goal.
The following morning, against
Carleton, Bob Duncan's two firsthalf goals, set up by the passing
of Luke Ndinya, gave Lawrence
a 2-1 lead. In the second half, the
Vikes surrendeed two goals and
lost to the highly-rated Carls, 3-2.
Coached by Colonel Caroll M.
Newstrom, the team is led by Ed
Decker, Luke Ndinya, Jim Lynum , Tim Parker, Pete Maclaurin, Bob Duncan and Larry Wj}.
son. Six more matches are scheduled. The Vikes played host to
Lake Forest at the field across
from Alexander gym this afternoon.

ing against Cornell, and the fact
that it is the home team. However, coach Bernie Heselton's
squad is still plagued with crippiing injuries and many regulars
may not see action.

CORRECTION
' Paragraph six in last week's
Sideline Highlights was misprinted: "Conference r u l e s
prescribe a maximum of 24
official practices before the
first two weeks and then · ease
off to one drilJ a day during
the last week."
It should have read: "Conference rules prescribe a maximum of 24 practices before
the initial contest of the year.
Lawrence chooses to spend the
first two weeks with two drills
a day and then ease off to one
drill a day during the last
week."

Halfback Tim Knabe is out with
a hc:d knee, center Bill Hobbins
saw limited action against Cornell while Bob Schoenwetter played a fine game despite an injury. End Jim Salter may not
play ,and Jay Hoover is recovering from an injury received
against Cornell but is expected to
play.
KNOX has several lettermen '
returning from last season but
Treasure B:o x
they have no real standouts on
their offensive team.
Saturday's game promises to
be a defensive battle; both teams' ~ We welcome you to come
in and browse
offensive strength should come ~
from breaks created by the de313 E. College Ave.
fense.

The crippled Viking cross coutry team posted an
exciting ups,e t over Cornell last Saturday, a victory
which deserves particular mention.
Coach Gene Davis' team was reduced to six runn ers by s.tarting time Saturday because of a rash of injuries. With A rt Van Dusen, Larry Wilson, John
How e, Chu ck Porter and Dick Culbertson suffering
from injuries, a n additiona l burden was placed on the
remaining team members in Saturday's contest. ·
Th e .harriers got off to a late start this year, with
practi ce drill s commencing on ly three days. before t h e
opening meet. It was obvious that the team was not in
shape for its first two meets, losses to Beloit and St.
Olaf respectively .
But anyone who observed the race, especia ll y the
finish, w ill attest to the fact that Lawrence deserve d
to win because of an extra vital push exerte.d by Vike
runners.
Kim Dammers, suffering from the mental and physi::cal pressure of leading a grueling long dista nce event,
edged out ahead of his riv a ls an d mustered up a commanding lead . Dammers' first win was accompanied
by a h earty smile as he crossed the line. With a substantia l lead, he did not eas~ off, but instead paced
himse lf by strong determination and in creased his, winnin g margin.
Anoth er exceptional performance was that of cart
tain Bob Bonewitz whose last-min ute s.urge found him
sprinting over the line just ste ps ahead of the Ram
harrier who had led him around the cours.e.
Henry Kaiser, Steve Sedgwick, Steve Landfried , and
John Scales combined praiseworthy efforts to make
it a team victory. Each man did what was necessaryand more-to insure the win.
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CoJDe On Strong
l

with arrow-narrow
attire from the
Perry-Ernst
Keyhole ...

Gift Show
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MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

... FOR MENS WEAR

GEO. WALTER BREWING CO.

Downtown Appleton -

Across from Prange's

Appleton, Wisconsin

Some New Paperbacks from the M,J T Press
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BEYOND THE MELTl NG POT-Glaser and Moyn ihan
A HISTORY OF WESTERN TECHNOLOGY-Klemm
THE TAO OF SCI ENCE-Siu
INFORMATION THEORY- Raisbeck
THE IMAGE OF A CITY-Lynch

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

THE SINO-SOVIET RIFT-Griffith
THE DAWN OF ASTRONOMY-Lockyer
EX-PRODIGY-Wiener
I AM A MATHEMATICIAN-Wiener
A HISTORY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- Staub

New Variorum Editions of Shakespeare Edited by Ho raco Howard Furness
l . HAMLET-Vols. l and 2
2. MACBETH
3 . KING LEAR

*t

t

F. D. I. C.

F~~~I

Jerry's Pipe Shop

!

4. A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
5. AS YOU LI KE IT
6. THE TEMPEST

7. OTHELLO
8. THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
9. ROMEO AND JULIET

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

Grid T earn Drops Squeaker
To Favored Cornell T earn
Schoenwetter Tallies
Lone Score on Pass
AN INJURY-RIDDEN Lawrence university football
team came w ithin one touchdown of pulling the firs,t
major upset of the year Saturday a s it dropped a tight
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QUAD
SQUADS

The interfraternity football season began Tuesday with three
decision to Cornell. The
hard-fought contests pitting last
the Cornell 30 yard ilne and in 12
champion - bound Cornell Rams
year 's champs, the Phi Delts,
time and again were thwarted by plays scored their second. TD.
against the Betas; the Fijis
the stubborn Viking defense when
A six-yard Cornell pass from
against the Phi Taus ; and the
a score looked imminent. Al- Miller t..o Pfortmiller late in the
though Cornell was a four touchthird period gave Cornell its sec- Delts against the Sig Eps.
down favorite and outgained the ond touchdown and the extra
The Phi Delts saw their chamVikes 24 yards to 123, it was the
point made it Cornell 14, Lawpionship hopes take somewhat of
Rams who were forced to come rence 6. From then on, neither
a setback as the Betas turned in
from behind.
team could dent the scoreboard
a spirited 13-7 triumph. The Phis
Lawrence got on the scoreboard as the defense on both teams did
grabbed the lead early in the
excellent jobs.
in the first period on a spark.ling
game when end Phil Strong pickcatch-and-run by Bob SchoenwetThe game ended 14-6 but prov- ed off a Bruce Elliot pass deep
ter. It was Jay Hoover's inter- ed to be a possible moral victory in Beta territory and jogged in
ception at midfield that gave the
for Lawrence. The spirit of the
five yards for the score. The
Vikes their opportunity.
team Saturday, despite the formBetas came right back, however,
idable odds, provides hope for
moving the ball in four plays
After running for 20 yards,
the remainder of the season.
across the Phj goal, sparked by
quarterback Denny Koskelin tossa long scoring pass from Elliott
ed a pass to Schoenwetter who
Cornell
0 7 7 0--14
to Gordie Bond.
caught it at about the twenty,
6000--6
ran for the corner, then cut back Lawrence
The Phis held a 7-6 lead at the
C
L
across the middle and outran the
half, but the Betas moved in for
19
6
entire Cornell defense to the goal First Downs
another score immediately .after
Yards Rushing .
255
147
line.
receiving the kickoff. Passes
Yards Passing
164
55
A run for two points failed and
from Elliot to Don Schalk and
419
20'2
the score was Lawrence 6, Corn- Total Yards
Tony Walter highlighted the drive,
Passes
12-32
4-16
ell o.
but the score again came on a
Intercepted by
1
2
HOWEVER, the Rams roared
short flip to Bond.
2
1
right back and in five plays were Fumbles lost
The point was good this time
Scoring: Cornell-Rick Schimon the Viking 30 yard line. But
and the Betas held on for the remel,
10 yard pass from Tom RickKoskelin picked off a Miller pass
mainder of the half, although the
in the end zone and another Cor- off, Kendall Meyer, kick. Norm Phis threatened to score late in
Pfortmiller on 15 yard pass from
nell drive was halted.
the game.
Steve Miller, Meyer, kick.
After a 'Viking punt, Cornell
* * *
moved fifty yards for its first
Larry
Newman
threw two scorscore of the day. On fourth down
and four, Schultz passed to Rick- RESULTS SATURDAY, OCT. 3 ing passes, one to Gary Shutt
and another to Lynn Lundeen,
off on the halfback option for a
Beloit 17, Carleton 7
while Gary Pines ran back an
touchdown. The extra point kick
Coe 16, St. Olaf 6
interception for another score, as
was good and Cornell was in front
Cornell 14, Lawrence 6
the Fijis clearly showed field su7-6.
Ripon 27, Monmouth O
premacy.
The Taus were unable
Grinnell 16, Knox O
Another Ram drive in the first
to move the football effectively
half took them to the Viking 25
enough to pose a scoring threat
but the defense tightened up and
CROSS COUNTRY SCORES
and were defeated, 18-0.
held until intermission.
Carleton 22, Beloit 35
Chris Isley and Nick Vogel, allIN THE THIRD period the
(Mike Hartman (B } 15:51.7
interfraternity
ends last year, led
Rams moved quickly into Viking
New Record )
the Delts to a 21-0 win over the
territory 9nly to be stopped again Carleton over Macalester
Sig Eps. Isley completed two
by the defense. But midway St. Olaf 15, Coe 48
through the third period Cornell
man Fainselow (S. 0. ) 16:18.9 scoring passes to Vogel, one a
long pass on which Vogel compounced on a Viking fumble on Lawrence 25, Cornell 31
pletely fooled his defender and
<Ken Dammers (L ) 17:01 )
scampered into the end zone all
Monmouth 24, Ripon 32
alone.
<Doug Carlson (M ) 16:27.0)
Les Duke Invitational - Grinnell
It was a strong opening day
57, Graceland 58, Luther 61,
and it appears that any one of
Central 69, Loras 81
fou r clubs could cop the champ(Gene Takle (Luth) 15:41.8)
ionship.
14-6

KIM DAMME RS breaks the tape and crosses the
finish line 26 secon ds in front of th e runner-up. Lawrence garnered fou1· of the six first positions to clinch
the win against Cornell's cross country team last Saturday.
"co c • ~.: OLA"' A N[) ' ' COKE' ' A~ e:
jtE_G,1s re:~ EO
T !UCE · MA'K ~
WH ICH 10E NrJFY ONI..Y THE P RODUC T OF T HE COC A · C OLA COMPAf',IV.

Vike Harriers

Down Cornell

An upset victory was recorded
at Whiting field Saturday as the
Viking cross country team downed
Cornell, 25-31.
Paced by Kim Dammers, the
Vikes notched four of the first
six positions to clinch the win.
Dammers got off to a good start
and compiled a commanding lead
which he never relinquished. His
winning time was 17:01, 26 seconds in front of the runner-up,
Jamison of Cornell. Herbert of
Cornell was third with a clocking
of 17: 33, followed by three Vikes,
Steve Sedgwick, He nry Kaiser
and Bob Bonewitz.

ANDERSEN S CLUB BAR
1

205 W. College Avenue
SANDWICHES and FINE FOOD

Now!

VIKING

"A lusty, boldy provocative production with vi vid
arrays of ca stles, wenches, and derri ng-do."

Studies piling up?
Pause. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola - with a Iively lift
and never too sweet, refreshes best.

Bonewitz displayed a burst of
speed on the final 100 yards as
he sprinted ahead of the tiring
Muller of the Rams to clinch the
triumph.
Steve Landfried and John Scales
finished ninth and tenth respectively for Lawrence to make the
win a complete team effort.
The victory was the first for
the Vikes; previously they lost
to Beloit and St. Olaf. Temorrow
Lawrence will host Knox at 1: 00
p.m. at Whiting field.
Injuries will again be a factor
in the Viking lineup, for John
Howe may be out for the season
and Art Van Dusen is still nursing a foot ailn:ient.
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Coke
Bottled under .the authority of the Coca-Cola Co. by:

LaSalle Bottling Company , Oshkosh, Wisconsin

